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Inspire Fitness CB1 Air
Bike

£549.00

Product Images

Short Description

Burn some serious calories and get fit with the excellent value Inspire Fitness CB1 air bike. This unique
product utilises both the arms and legs for a total body workout. What's great about the Inspire CB1 air bike
is that the faster you pedal the more resistance you produce, so your workouts can be as intense as you want
them to be.

The Inspire CB1 Air Bike
The CB1 is incredibly comfortable to use with a fully height adjustable seat and foam padded hand grips. It
also comes with rear transport wheels so that you can easily move it from room to room if required. We like
the fact that even at this price, the machine comes with an LCD console with time, speed, distance and
calories burned feedback. Not only this, the lifetime frame, 2 years parts and 1 year labour warranty means
you can exercise knowing that the bike is built to last.
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Inspire Air Bike
You will struggle to find another bike that offers this level of quality and gives you as good a workout for
approx £450. The Inspire air bike is similar to the Schwinn air bikes and allows you to use your legs on their
own, arms on their own or both together for an invigorating and rewarding workout. The more effort you put
in the greater the resistance produced. The belt-driven fan resistance system provides air cooling and a
smooth feel during use.

The air bike has an easy to use console displaying essential workout data such as time, distance and calories
burned. Great to use in any room of the house and suitable for all ages this is an excellent workout product
from Inspire Fitness. Checkout their full cardiovascular and strength equipment range here on
GymEquipment.co.uk.

Additional Information

SKU CB10

Weight 37.600000

Equipment Usage Home Use

Warranty
Home Warranty - Lifetime Frame & Welds, 3 Years
Parts, 2 Years Cables, 90 Day Upholstery & 1 Year
Labour - UK mainland

Additional Features Dual Action Design, Whisper Quiet Poly V Belt

Display Monitor Easy-to-read LCD screen provides feedback to the user.

Console Functions Time, Speed, Distance & Calories burned.

Resistance Type Belt-Driven fan resistance provides air cooling and a
smooth feel.

Resistance Levels Variable

Length Dimensions 111.5cm / 46"

Width Dimensions 63cm / 24.8"

Height Dimensions 116cm / 45.7"
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